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Date: 9/24/2009 First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: MUELLER 
Time: 02: ROA Report 
Page 1 of 3 Case: CR-2009-0001516 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant: Ray, Irvin Cain 
State of Idaho vs. Irvin Cain Ray 
Date Code User Judge 
3/17/2009 NCRM FORELL New Case Filed - Misdemeanor Magistrate Court Clerks 
3/18/2009 PROS FORELL Prosecutor assigned Shane L. Greenbank Magistrate Court Clerks 
CITF FOR ELL Original Citation Filed Magistrate Court Clerks 
AFPC FORELL Affidavit Of Probable Cause Magistrate Court Clerks 
ORPC FORELL Order Finding Probable Cause Debra A. Heise 
CTLG FOR ELL Court Log-CD #09-067, In Custody Appearance Debra A. Heise 
Via Video 
JLBS FOR ELL Jail Booking Sheet Debra A. Heise 
Document sealed 
NOTR FORELL Notification of Rights Debra A. Heise 
ARRN FORELL Arraignment / First Appearance Debra A. Heise 
APER FORELL Defendant: Ray, Irvin Cain Appearance Public Debra A. Heise 
Defenders 
JUS FORELL Jail Information Sheet Debra A. Heise 
BSET FORELL BOND SET: at 300.00 Debra A. Heise 
PLEA FORELL A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (137-2734A(1) Debra A. Heise 
Drug Paraphernalia-use Or Possess Wlintent To 
Use) Set for PT & Jury 
3/20/2009 NOAP TURNBULL Notice Of Appearance, plea of not guilty and Magistrate Court Clerks 
demand for jury trial 
RQFD TURNBULL Defendant's Request For Discovery Magistrate Court Clerks 
APPR TURNBULL Appearance Through Attorney, notice of hearing Magistrate Court Clerks 
and motion to reduce bond and to shorten time 
1/23/2009 SUBC TURNBULL Notice of Substitution Of Counsel, Whitney to Magistrate Court Clerks 
Thornton 
MOTN TURNBULL Motion to reduce bond and to shorten time and Magistrate Court Clerks 
notice of hearing 
APER TURNBULL Defendant: Ray, Irvin Cain Appearance Valerie Magistrate Court Clerks 
Parr Thornton 
ORPD TURNBULL Defendant: Ray, Irvin Cain Order Appointing Magistrate Court Clerks 
Public Defender Public defender Douglas W 
Whitney 
MOTN TURNBULL Motion to reduce b )nd and to shorten time and Magistrate Court Clerks 
notice of hearing 
HRSC TURNBULL Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Bond Reduction Debra A. Heise 
03/25/2009 01 :30 PM) 
/24/2009 DRCD SECK Driving Record Magistrate Court Clerks 
Document sealed 
125/2009 CHJG AYERLE Change Assigned Judge Debra A. Heise 
CTLG AYERLE Court Log- 09-81 Debra A. Heise 
JUS AYERLE Jail Information Sheet Debra A. Heise 
DENY AYERLE Hearing result for Motion for Bond Reduction held Debra A. Heise 
on 03/25/2009 01 :30 PM: Motion Denied 
-,-
Date: First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: MUELLER 
Time: 02: ROA Report 
Page 2 of3 Case: CR-2009-0001516 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant: Ray, Irvin Cain 
State of Idaho vs. Irvin Cain Ray 
Date Code User Judge 
3/27/2009 BNDS TURNBULL Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 300.00) Debra A. Heise 
3/30/2009 NTDF TURNBULL Notice to Defendant Debra A. Heise 
4/1/2009 HRSC AYERLE Hearing Scheduled (ArraignmenUDistrict Court Steve Yerby 
04/20/2009 09:00 AM) 
CTLG AYERLE Court Log- 09-79 Debra A. Heise 
HRHD AYERLE Hearing Held Debra A. Heise 
4/20/2009 CHJG CMOORE Change Assigned Judge Steve Yerby 
CTLG CMOORE Court Log-CD #09-097 Steve Yerby 
ARRN CMOORE Hearing result for ArraignmenUDistrict Court held Steve Yerby 
on 04/20/2009 09:00 AM: Arraignment / First 
Appearance 
PNGJ CMOORE Hearing result for ArraignmenUDistrict Court held Steve Yerby 
on 04/20/2009 09:00 AM: Plea of Not Guilty, Set 
for Jury Trial 
5/1/2009 NOTL CMOORE Notice of Trial and Pretrial Order Steve Yerby 
HRSC CMOORE Trial Scheduled (Jury Trial- 2 Days 08/10/2009 Steve Yerby 
09:00 AM) 
HRSC CMOORE Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Steve Yerby 
08/06/2009 02:00 PM) 
5/22/2009 MOTN CMOORE Motion to Suppress Steve Yerby 
MODS CMOORE Motion to Dismiss Steve Yerby 
6/4/2009 NOFH OPPELT Notice Of Hearing on Defendant's Motions to Steve Yerby 
Suppress and to Dismiss 
HRSC OPPELT Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress Steve Yerby 
07/21/200902:00 PM) 
HRSC OPPELT Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Steve Yerby 
07/21/200902:00 PM) 
6/9/2009 MISC OPPELT State's Response to Defendant's Motion to Steve Yerby 
Dismiss 
MISC OPPELT State's Response to Defendant's Motion to Steve Yerby 
Suppress 
7/15/2009 NOFH OPPELT Amended Notice of Hearing on Defendant's Steve Yerby 
Motion to Dismiss 
CONT OPPELT Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on Steve Yerby 
07/21/200902:00 PM: Continued 
HRSC OPPELT Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Steve Yerby 
08/03/2009 03:00 PM) 
7/20/2009 CONT CMOORE Continued (Motion to Suppress 07/21/2009 Steve Yerby 
03:00 PM) 
NOFH CMOORE Amended Notice of Hearing on Defendant's Steve Yerby 
Motion to Suppress 




Page 3 of 3 
First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2009-0001516 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant: Ray, Irvin Cain 
User: MUELLER 
State of Idaho vs. Irvin Cain Ray 
Date Code User Judge 
7/21/2009 DCHH CMOORE Hearing result for Motion to Suppress held on Steve Verby 
07/21/2009 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held - Court Reporter: Val Larson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages 
GRNT CMOORE Hearing result for Motion to Suppress held on Steve Verby 
07/21/200903:00 PM: Motion Granted 
DSAT CMOORE Dismissal Duringlafter Trial Or Hearing Steve Verby 
(137-2734A(1) Drug Paraphernalia-use Or 
Possess Wlintent To Use) 
STAT CMOORE STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Steve Verby 
HRVC CMOORE Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on Steve Verby 
08/03/2009 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated - case 
dismissed 
HRVC CMOORE Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Steve Verby 
08/06/200902:00 PM: Hearing Vacated - case 
dismissed 
HRVC CMOORE Hearing result for Jury Trial - 2 Days held on Steve Verby 
08/10/2009 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated - case 
dismissed 
JDMT CMOORE Judgment (dismissing case) Steve Verby 
STAT CMOORE STATUS CHANGED: Closed Steve Verby 
7/22/2009 NOWD MORELAND Notice Of Withdrawal Steve Verby 
7131/2009 BNDE CMOORE Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 300.00) Steve Verby 
3/5/2009 CHJG MUELLER Change Assigned Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
NTOA MUELLER Notice Of Appeal Steve Verby 
APSC MUELLER Appealed To The Supreme Court Steve Verby 
3/7/2009 CCOA MUELLER Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal Idaho Supreme Court 
3/17/2009 MUELLER Notice of Appeal rec'd by ISC Idaho Supreme Court 
MUELLER CCOA filed w/lSC; Docket No and Due dates Idaho Supreme Court 
assigned 
1/31/2009 TRAN MUELLER Transcript Filed by JoAnn Schaller of the Motion Idaho Supreme Court 
to Dismiss proceedings held July 21,2009 (Bill 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF Bonner cot1i~''i? g; WO~~~ 
FIRST JUDICIAL O/STl 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Irvin Cain Ray 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 









ZOOq MAR '8 A 8: 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF A 
WARRANTLESS ARREST ClER~~7~1- sc 
Incident #09-0766 
I, Cp!. Jeff Jayne, being first duly sworn, state that I am the same person whose name is 
subscribed to the attached Criminal Citation #1368061, and that my answers to the questions 
asked by the Court with reference to said Citation are as follows: 
State what you observed which gave you reason to believe the individual charged 
committed a crime. 
1. On March 17,2009 at approximately 2020 hours I, Cpl. Jeff Jayne, was traveling west on Hwy 200 just 
entering the 35 m.p.h. zone entering the east side of Clark Fork. I saw a silver Subaru car traveling east 
on Hwy 200 pass me with a rear only Idaho license plate. I activated my camera. 
2. A gray Toyota-pickup displaying Montana plates 353992 was following the Subaru and was of no 
concern to me. I turned to catch up to the Subaru and drove up to the Toyota following it. I followed 
both vehicles an estimated '12 mile. 
3. I waited until the Subaru was near milepost 56 to activate my lights so it would stop in a turn out and 
not be a hazard on the narrow highway. I activated my emergency lights when the Subaru and the 
Toyota pulled into a turn out. 
4. I drove past the Toyota and stopped behind the Subaru. I expected the Toyota to continue on, but it 
stopped behind my patrol vehicle. I was concerned for my safety due to the dark and because I needed 
to direct my attention to the two occupants inside the Subaru. I did not want a vehicle with unknown 
occupants stopped in the dark behind my patrol vehicle where I could not monitor them. I intended to 
contact the Toyota to advise them to continue on. 
5. I walked up to the driver's side window when the driver rolled down his window and I greeted, 
"Hello. " Immediately, I could smell the strong odor of marijuana coming from within the vehicle. I 
also saw neither occupants were wearing their seatbelts. 
6. I told the occupants, "Well, I was going to stop these guys up there." At this point, I noticed the 
passenger and recognized him from prior traffic stops as Irvin Cain RAY, d.o.b.  I verified 
this information later from RAY'S Montana driver's license. I asked RAY how he was doing when he 
replied, "Just fme. How are you doing?" 
7. I noticed RAY only looked straight ahead and acted very nervous. I identified the driver from his 
Montana driver's license as Joshua Allen RAY, d.o.b.  I asked the driver why he wasn't 
wearing his seat belt when he replied, "I just. Scared me. I just took it off and I was just taking back 
off." Clearly, the driver was also nervous. 
8. I advised IRVIN that he should be wearing his seat belt because he had told me in the past he has 
injuries from automobile crashes. IRVIN replied, "Yes sir. I didn't have it on." I asked IRVIN to exit 
the vehicle. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF 
WARRANTLESS ARREST: Page I 
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9. IRVIN walked to the front of his vehicle. I could smell the strong odor of marijuana coming from his 
clothing. I asked IRVIN if he knew the next question I would ask him when he replied, "Yes sir. I have 
nothing on me tonight.» I told IRVIN I could smell it on his clothes. IRVIN tried to explain this by 
saying, "I did smoke some tonight, yes sir.» 
10. IRVIN continued, "I don't got none with me I swear to you sir.» I told IRVIN that he had to smoke 
the marijuana with some contraband. IRVIN replied, "I don't carry it over here because of all the 
trouble. I do have a card now.» IRVIN showed me his wallet with a medical marijuana card inside. 
11. I told IRVIN, "I'm going to search your clothes because I can smell it real strong on you.» I located a 
glass marijuana pipe with burnt residue in IRVIN'S lower right shirt pocket. I located a small baggie of 
marijuana and rolling papers in IRVIN'S lower left shirt pocket. 
12. I asked JOSHUA to exit the vehicle and searched his clothing. JOSHUA did not have any contraband on 
his person. JOSHUA did admit to smoking marijuana earlier in the evening. JOSHUA did not display 
any impairment. 
13. I had IRVIN and JOSHUA sit on the concrete jersey barrier while I went to search the vehicle. I went to 
the passenger side, opened the door and asked IRVIN if I would fmd any more marijuana inside. IRVIN 
looked down at the ground and did not reply. 
14. There was a blue canvas backpack on the passenger front floor. This appeared to be the same backpack 
IRVIN had on all his prior traffic stops. Inside was a one gallon sized zip lock bag full of marijuana 
buds. There was a larger cellophane and plastic bag that had residue of marijuana inside. 
15. Also inside the backpack were a check book with IRVIN'S full name and a day planner with IRVIN'S 
name inside. Control advised me that JOSHUA has a misdemeanor warrant out of Bonner County (CR-
2005-0001302). 
16. I asked IRVIN if the marijuana was more than 3 ounces. IRVIN stated it was. I placed IRVIN under 
arrest for felony possession of marijuana. I placed IRVIN into handcuffs, checked them for tightness and 
double locked them. I placed JOSHUA under arrest for the warrant. I placed JOSHUA into handcuffs, 
checked them for tightness and double locked them. 
17. ISP. Cpl. Lehman arrived to assist me. Cpl. Lehman transported the RAY'S to the Bonner County Jail 
and booked them in. I released the vehicle to Riggins Towing. 
At the Bonner County Sheriffs Office, I weighed the marijuana on a balance beam scale used to package 
evidence by the deputies. The marijuana weighed 232.5 grams or 8.2 ounces. The green material tested positive 
for marijuana using a NIK test kit. 
Videotape # 3061. 
DATED this IB- day of bMW 
JEREMY MOLT 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
AFFIDA VIT IN SUPPORT OF 
WARRANTLESS ARREST: Page 2 
, 2~, at Oz.~ hours. 
SUBSCRIB AND SWORN to and before me 
this / i day of HJ4lu",- , 20~. 
(;2J 61 L-A ~" 
Notary PubllC'for Idaho, residing iIt5iil¥?"t-:r. 
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BONNER COUNTY JAIL 
vs. 
Joshua 'Allen Ray 
PO Box 91 

















Case No: CR-2005-0001302 
WARRANT OF ATTACHMENT 
TO: ANY SHERIFF, PEACE OFFICER, MARSHALL OR POLICEMAN OF THE STATE OF IDAHO: 
YOU ARE COMMANDED forthwith to attach the body of the Defendant and have him/her brought 
before the above-entitled Court on the earliest court appearance to show cause why he/she should not be 
punished for contempt, or to show cause why his/her probation should not be revoked as a result of his/her 
failure to comply with that certain Order of this Court, a copy of which is attached hereto. eO 
You may release the above-named defendantJBon his/her posting bail in the amount of $ 1D . 
If the defendant posts cash in the amount of $ 'ID (not to exceed the amount owing), the contempt 
will be purged, the defendant shall be released, and the defendant will not be required to appear further in this 
case. 
DATED thi~ day of ()1L ,2005. 
~ STRATE 
( ) During the daytime only 
MAt any time of the day or (light 
~ Defendant may serve--/-days in jail in lieu of fine. 
RETURN OF SERVICE j] 
I here~y certify that I served the above Warrant by arresting the above-named defendant this day 






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Joshua Allen Ray 
PO Box 91 
Heron, MT 59844 
DOB: 

















Case No: CR-2005-0001302 
WARRANT OF ATTACHMENT 
TO: ANY SHERIFF, PEACE OFFICER, MARSHALL OR POLICEMAN OF THE STATE OF IDAHO: 
YOU ARE COMMANDED forthwith to attach the body of the Defendant and have him/her brought 
before the above-entitled Court on the earliest court appearance to show cause why he/she should not be 
punished for contempt, or to show cause why his/her probation should not be revoked as a result of his/her 
failure to comply with that certain Order of this Court, a copy of which is attached hereto. ,,0 
You may release the above-named defendant~on his/her posting bail in the amount of $ <jD . 
If the defendant posts cash in the amount of $ YD (not to exceed the amount owing), the contempt 
will be purged, the defendant shall be released, and the defendant will not be required to appear further in this 
case. 
DATED thi~ day of ()J;t= f 2005. 
~1ba M~ 
( ) During the daytime only 
MAt any time of the day or (light 





RETURN OF SERVICE n 
y certi y that I se~d the above Warrant by arresting the above-named defendant this I day 




STATE OF IDAHO 
VS. Plaintiff, 
Joshua Allen Ray 
PO Box 91 
Heron, MT 59844 
Defendant. 
rIO. Judicial District Court, State of Id "i' 
I In and For the County of Bonner I 
215 S. First Avenue 









...... ;,', i.. 
C (I "'~' r'; -! ": ,\ ~.,;::. i;: 
ZUO~ SEP 2b A 10: 20 
Case No: CR-2005-0001302 
AFFI9AVIT AND NOTICE OF 
FAILURE TO PAY'-- - 71 
DL or SSN: 10 
TO: Bonner County Prosecutor 
Philip H. Robinson 
THE UNDERSIGNED, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. That I am a Deputy Clerk of the District Court and that I have reviewed the Courts records and state that: 
2. Judgment was entered for the charge of /37-2732(C)(3), Controlled Substance-possession Of against the above 
named Defendant for the penalty or fine and court costs of $108.00, on Friday, March 25,2005. I 37-2734A(1 ), Drug 
Paraphernalia-use Or Possess W/intent To Use against the above named Defendant for the penalty or fine and court 
costs of $.00, on Friday, March 25, 2005. 149-301, Drivers License-fail To Purchase/invalid against the above named 
Defendant for the penalty or fine and court costs of $132.00, on Friday, March 25,2005. 
3. That the Defendant has failed to pay said penalty, fine and court costs as ordered by the Court. 
4. That the Court has directed that this case be referred to your office for the preparation of a warrant for the 
arresUattachment of the above named Defendant. 
Dated: Monday, September 26. 2005 
Marie Scott 
Clerk Of The District Court 
BY: __ ~ __ ~~~ __ ~::r?~~ __________ __ 
Deputy Clerk =-t 
SubSCribed and swam to before me this Monday, September 26, 2005. c;)L. 
By. " . . 
Deputy Clerk \ 
3ALANCE DUE: $.50 $.00 $39.50 
~ESTITUTJON: (If any) $ 
(ou are further advised that an additional statutory $2.00 handling fee will be assessed for EACH partial payment. 
NOTICE TO ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT 
:treceding Affidavit and Notice has been sent to the proseculing attorney fo, i. ,e p,ep.,ation by that office of a request to the court fo' 
!is nce of a WARRANT FOR YOUR ARREST/ATTACHMENT To prevent this, you must: 
return this notice together with the balance listed above wiu lin 14 days. 
___ appear in person at the address listed above. 
_ appear before the court on 10/11/2005 at 4:00 P.M. to show cause why you should not be held in Contempt of Court. 
- 8-
The Defendant, having been fully advised of his/her statutory and constitutional rights, including the right to be 
r~e nted by counsel, ( ) SEE ATTACHED, and 
) Been advised of right to court appointed counsel ) Judgment - Not Guilty 
Defendant waived right to counsel ) Judgment - Guilty 
( ) Defendant represented by counsel ( ) Bond Forfeited/Case Closed 
~ 
Judgment, Plea of Guilty/Rights Waived ( ) Judgment for Defendant/State Infraction 
) Withheld Judgment () Accepted ( ) Dismissed -::-_:--____________ _ 
M IES <?RDERED PAID:u. ~ A $2.~()..tijrndling fee will be impo~ o~ installment. L.J U 1\_ 
) Fine/Penalty $ ....L ~, • ~ Costs $ (,J) v .. ~ Suspended $,-:-__ ~..A.-_'""'!'_-"'~""--.,....,....---
Fine to be paid by ~llipear J at .m.yo Sh\w ~·why not paid. 
Monthly payments of $ 5< )::I...- ':: Commencing --...:~-f--"\\-\'"'l .... L~_\~Id-:r--------
Community Service of hrs., to b4t compl81¥-Py -+-- • -\: 
Reimburse and/or Restitution: 'i \{J~ ~ ~-~h-t.!"""~t::::----------------
Bond Exonerated and Applied to Fine and Costs ( ) Retum Remainder ( ) BONO EXONERATED 
( ) No Contact Order Vacated 
~ 
$10 Misdemeanor Probation Fee 
I CERATION ~ERED: =:V-
) Jail n L> Days/Months Suspended __ .....!~==---..'--___ Days/Months ( ) Credit for time served 
( Report tojaif _______________________________________ _ 
Rae~ ___________ ~~--~-------------------------------
~ 
Work Rele~ Authorized ( ) In-Home to19"itoring ~i'::+--=: I 
Sheriff's Inmate Labor Program in lieu of Jail l~ hours by ;::::L: £5 r 0 S:=Must sign up within 7 days 
D NG PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED days commencing ....".,-=-,--:--______ -,--_______ _ 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before you can drive. Apply to: 
Drivers Services, P.O. Box 71-Z9, Boise 10 83707-1129 
~
OB TION ORDERED FOR V ~ YEAR(S) WITH THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 
Violate no federal, state or local law, excluding traffIC infractions. 
During the period of probation you may, and by accepting the conditions of the suspended sentence, you are consenting 
to be stopped by any peace officer if you are observed operating a motor vehicle on a public highway_ The officer may, 
with or without probable cause, make a stop and require you to submit to a test to determine if there is any alcohol in 
your bloodstream. If you are driving with any alcohol in your bloodstream, it is a violation of your probation. If you refuse 
to take the test, as requested, that also is a violation of your probation. 




and file proof of completion in writing with CI8J1( of Court by ___________ ---= ___ ..,--_-,-_~---_ 
Anend the Alcohol and Traffic Safety Victims Panel Session by ________ and file proof of anendance in 
writing with the CI8J1( of the Court. 
Notify the Court, in writing, of any change of address within 10 days of the change. 
Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
Interlock ignition device required on vehide for __ month(s)year(s) to be installed by ____________ _ 
(See addendum tor details) 
Pay above monies ordered as directed. OTHER _______________________________________________________________ _ 
Date -~.J.-j-.._=~_+_...;;::..--L.--- Judge # ~ l(" /.' Yfi' f>",) 
,vI" \"V 
CO~TO: I . .,A 
('rt>efenctanl ( ) Def Arty (~secutor (~I ( ) Dr.Serv. ( ) Sup.Ct. 
Dep.CIerk_ ...... '---l~ _____ _r_--r_---
( ) Auditor ( ) Com.Serv. ( ) OTHER, _____________________ _ Date ..:::3~...=:..;"-'--L-l"'-= __ _ 
BON 002 Revised 01'04 
. , ~--
'. 
' " . -J ": . 












BONNER COUNTY DETENTION 
Booking # ____ _ 
PRE-BOOKING FORM ~ ! ~ 0. 
Date J 17 D / 
~ J ' 








City fd.:{jY Uf': State --v-fTC--,--'--- Zip _<)=--(1--:..,.8L-(_~_Lf-=--_ 
Drivers License # :~ t 2~ D.3 J ) q 8 S;Y I -J' R State --!..H--L2I__ ' Class b ' 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 
Height SDJ Weight f3~ Sex H Hair\BtltJ EYes~ Race __ Other ---
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's ________ ~ ________________ _ 
CHARGES AND BAIL .4MOUNT 
MIF CObE CHARGES BONDAMOVNT CITATION / CASE # 
H PI ,310JA {:;rC tA.h ,(a..+Jf" <10- M-0711V/. 
ARRESTEE PROPERTY: INMATE'S MONEY $ XJ. 00 
'~\ V,~ b'l)' l' h VI S t;v( t S, ~\oc L j 0( td~CifJ,-----,ilA-j:., ,,-,-6 ->-l~",,-n~:~ _,=U -,-,ll!...'-{,--,-, -,-=?=:~a-"-/.L-b_""<-=.:.: __ _ 
(i..\ S))'US) (lCl!-rd ~ I k1lbt~ : B()t>-j-~ 
snCIDAI YES _ NO y' COM!'l[\TS _ __ -----------'''-'''-,--
VEHICLE LOCATION:' i ~ CY-J)Y'LJ --16 IIJI f\..) 
, \ 
PHONE CALL OFFERED BY ARRESTING OFFICER I....!!..L ACCEPTED __ DECLINED __ 
Lf'+ 
. .t\RRESTING OFFICER INFORMATION: I 
Time/I)at. of Ar .... t 2{):/J I 3 t l bA Locatio.. S 1-1 2(1) H'Y' s& IllSTRlCT ~ 
Arresting Officer',# t:b Zcg~ 7 Mre,ting Officer', Signatur&-<' 004.t..---~ 
Agency ~c.dtp 5hJe cPu \IU PRINT NAME 1As\ I e .J4. lp A..t1Ilo...v'- ~Y 
~/(Qfl5~(-teJ.. 1W' le +-f !'l_1rt lJYV ~ jet~ it'1(LQ 
) ) 
• 
. s. ---£1.'11 .. : " . . '-': ; ;'1c .. ---, -
4 
) 
BONNER COUNTY DETENTION 
PRE-BOOKING FORM ~) i 
Booking # ___ _ Date ":;17 L0C} 
officer'scas:# [J1-0 7{jJU NameID# ___ _ 
E INFORMATION: 
First Middle 
SS# ___ ,I __ I __ _ D Home Phone -jQJ! '52'1 OfJ3Z. 
Address ."P D "])) '6 q t 
City t=\e.t{}/\.::: State H I Zip ---=-5 --1-2 _8 Lf--LY_ 
State vrr Class D Drivers License # 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 
~ ,-,--
Height,4) I Weight 1 ~S Sex ~ Hair!.::1li- Eyes.:Jl!Q Race __ Other __ _ 
Scars,Marks, Tattoo's ________________________ _ 
CHARGES AND BAIL AMOUNT 
ARRESTEE PROPERTY: INMATE'S MONEY $._-=5~·O_O _ _ 
Cowboy h6-4 ( ~ £;WI\ tv ~ 
SUICIDAL YES_ NoE COMMENTS _______ ~f1_t_t*__4.rI'H_f~r-----
VEIDCLE LOCATION: ~5S I v...5n-v...>~'V\.;j 
PHONE CALL OFFERED BY ARRESTING OFFICER~ ACCEPTED __ 
ARRESTING OFFICER INFOHifTION: / 




Arresting Officer's # 2.c~ tl7 Arresting Officer's Signature &v ~ 
Agency r['cie.JAD ~ (170 \ I"t.l. PRINT NAME Us l \ of J4. }..a.k f'I.<.D-I1 ::fl.v= 
WYQ5-h~ o+Aaf~.d-_Se+f /SQlj4 
• 
. ; ,, ' 
Evidence/Property Receipt 
Taken From: 
.> ,: .: . . 0 Person ~ 0 Structure o Other 
The following items were seized pursuant to an arrest or search of the following: 
LOCATED: J;J&" ~;Ur/c d- 7 






' _____ r-:-:=-:-*-FD;..:=:..:De=str~OL:y4ed::l,c.::E:..==:..:E:.:.vl:::· de::::n:::::ce:>...;, P:....;=:;;.;Pr:.:.0:::.t0PC:::::II1:.!.l.lY __________ --.-______________ -, 
*D/ 
EXHIBIT FJ DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS LOCATION FOUND 
' . 
.. ,~-~--~~p-~--~-----------------~-----------------~ 
:<:~ '. : I ~h7S4J/~ :;: I / I /... 
.' t;I1A.A.11 t:74c;QU d/ldu'" 
. ' , i 
:','.-
:~-----+--+----------------------~~-------------~ 
.. .. r-------+-_+-----------------------I----------------; 
',' 
.... ; . 
I Serial Number Witiless (lnv. Use Only) 




IDAHO STATE POLICE 
\ TO~ VEHICLE INVENTORY/NOCE 
Date -/7:0 9 Time 2/0(,) 
; i 
L"ation: /-=1 LA"/¥ d-ao wJ!/ S " 5 
Reason for Towing: DriverAfr'ist 0 Abandoned 0 
Case No. C!?~O~~ 
Traffic Hazard 0 Accident 0 Private Property 0 
E_aordinary Circumstances 0 (Specify): 
----------------------~---------.----------------------
fu)C q I If ~I Mr$2eW =~/~r=::~~~~~~~2::A:v.:::~~/~£~ti:;J===== ~:~~:::~ 
I Address: 
--------------------~-------
Vehicle: Color ..L1-J9~9=--~ __ Make 





Glove Box Locked 
Other (See attached) 
Y~o" 




to: ;)1tfJ., )....)0"""",1'1 Sf C /41'1' ~It' 10 G 3<6/1 
-=~~~~~~----------~~~~~------~~--~-------------------
Phone: ~6-c-~ 
'.f '.I~ ••• d to my custody by: ,_<eo, c/rrII ~ 
".";""~i;,_' '" " 
Items retained by Officer? o None ~be ALL: 
COMPLETE NOTICE BELOW FOR ABANDONED VEHICLES QNLY 
N~~ , 
The described vehicle has been towed and is subject to sale in compliance with Title 49, Chapter 18; Idaho Code. 
YOU MAY, AT ANY T PRIOR TO THE SALE OR PERMANENT DISPOSAL, RECLAIM YOUR VEHICLE BY PAYING 
THE POSSESSORY LIEN A HE VEHICLE WHICH CONSISTS OF THE AMOUNT OF THE TOWING AND, 
STORAGE. 
[] You are entitled to a post-storage hearing to determ e validity of the towing and storage charges. In order to 
receive a post-storage hearing, owners or their agents mus est the hearing in writing within ten (10) days of 
the date of this notice to the agency authorizing the tow. Any suc aring will be conducted within 48 hours of 
request, excluding weekends and holidays. There is a possessory lien a . st this vehicle in the amount of 
$ (towing) and storage which will accrue at the rate of $ for each day the vehicle is 
stored. 
[] The value of the vehicle has been appraised at LESS than $200. You have the right to a h 
"Declaration of Opposition" (form enclosed is signed and returned to Idaho State Police, __ ~:--________ -:-:~ 
___________________ ' ___ -', within ten (10) days of the date this no . e was mailed. If 
a "Declaration of Opposition" is not received within this time, the possessory lien holder may dispos the vehicle. 
[] The value of this vehicle has be~n appraised at MORE than $200. Storage may be charged for a maximum number of 
sixty (60) days. If your vehicle is not claimed prior to (60 days from date above), it will be sold. 
Vehicle released to Date -------------------------
Contents released to Date 
~~=====-~~~~~------Copy Distribution: WHITE - Regional Office, YELLOW -ITO Titles Section, PINK - Registered Owner/Lienholder, GOLDENROD - Wrecker Operator 
EH 08-06-01 ' rev. 7/04 
_/~-
Defendant' s name: Irvin Cain Ray 
Date of arrest: March 18, 2009 '" STATE OF IDAHO 
~ GOUNTY OF 80NNI 
r IRST JUDICIAL O/ST 
zoo. MAR , 8 PI: 
Based upon the above Affidavit, the Court hereby fmds that there is ProbabJ$1 ER~~RIE SCQ T 
Cause to believe that a crime or crimes has been committed, and that the Defendaiit 1ST C Uf 
committed said ~'i'I'" or crimes. :1I'l~ "Q 









AFFIOA VIT IN SUPPORT OF 
WARRANTLESS ARREST: Pas" 2 
Poss. para. wi intent to use 
-11-
TION OF RIGHT 
IcV1- /a:f Y CASE CALLED Date <" 1'-;18-/21 Time ;;:" /<J 
Clerk CD # 09 -1'2:5f 7 Judge DEBRA A. HEISE -----------------------
[ ] Traffic [ ] FIrst Appearance [ ] Payor Appear [ ] Oili~ ____________________ ___ 
APPF;t\RANCES: 
[ (] Defendant in (]!,!'s b~-I 
[ ] Defense Attorney _______ '"D""""'-_______ _ 
[ ] Other 
[ ] Pros. Attorney ___________ _ 
FAILURE TO APPEAR: 
[ ] Defendant having failed to appear, and good cause not shown for such absence, 
IT IS ORDERED: Warrant of Attachment ___________ Cash bond 
[ ] Bench Warrant Issued Bond [] Bond Forfeited 
[ ] Referred to Prosecuting Attorney for probable cause to issue arrest warrant. 
PROCEEDINGS & ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: 
[ /] Defendant is informed of the charges against himlher and all legal rights, including the right to be represented 
by counsel. 
[ ] Defendant advised of maximum penalties and penalties for subsequent violations. 
[ 1- Defendant waives right to counsel [ ] Hire own' attorney. 
[ /1 Defendant sworn 
[ 11 Public Defender appointed -~&U...loo~o:::.t2'---.<Dr.."..L---------------------
[ ] Court denies court appointed counsel [ ] Defendant waives right to PID. 
[ ] Matter continued ______________________________ _ 
[ ] Chmgeamended _________________________________________ _ 
PRELIMINARY HEARING: 
[ YStatutory time waived /, ) [ ), Preliminary hearing waived 
[ /] S~:fiim~ary h~ny ( Fe. [ ] 14 days [] 21 days 
[ /l--bE'mDl~kfERS PLEA OF NOT GUILTY , 
[v1 Set for Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial (] Set for Court Trial 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: 
[ ] Enters plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences 
[ ] Defendant is' advised of righ~s waived on plea of guilty and understands. 
[ ] Plea of guilty accepted by the court 
[ ] Set for disposition _____________________________________ ----; 
[ ] Alcohol evaluation waived 
[ ] Defendant ordered to obtain alcohol evaluation prior to disposition date 
[ ] Records check requested. 
BAIL: 
[ ] Released on own recognizance 
[ ] Remanded to the custody of the Sheriff 
OTHER: 
h1::i -- ,3X> 00 
[Ii' Bail set at $ u- 1Q:2) ~ 
[ ] Released on bond previo sly posted 
-JJ>-
FlU ~!-) ________ AT 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
SlATE Oi- IDAHO 
BY COUNTY OF B~ 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICl 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T~ M~R 18 P I: q, 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER ' 
MARIE orT 
CLERK DIS Ie COURT 
APPLICATION FOR: ___________ ---J) 
DEFENDANT / JUVENILE / CHILD 
BY KA':I; IrVIN C 
DEFENDANT / PARENT / GUARDIAN 









FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
50C. SECURITY # 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a juvenile, please answer the following questions as they apply to his/her 
parents or legal guardian. 
I, the above named defendant, bei?first dJII sworn on oath, depose and say in support of my request for court appOinted 
counsel: • ~ • ~ )( CJ I 
My current address is: '"S 
(Street or P.O. Box City Zip Code) 
My current telephone number or message phone is: - - S;t - g--~:J3 
That I have been charged with the crime of F ~! Dl.:> ~ eo ~< ~:5 ; cob:) oR. 0(2 
in the above entitled court and request the court to appoint counsel at co nty expense 0 represent me; that lag ..... H or-
dered by the Court. to refund to said COUnty such sum as the court may fix for the cost of my defense. upon such 
terms as the court may order. 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: 
A. Employed: __ yes / no 
C. 
D. My employer i 
Address:_--t---J~+s....u--~_;__~-Y-..!..---------------L------------
2. INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of s~use, H married): 
Wages before deductions $ Other income: (Specify: Child Support, 5.S., V.S., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions $ 0 Food Stamps, etc.) 
Net Monthly Wages $ to 2 <c $ [, c:.::J 
3. EXPENSES MONTHLY: 
Rent or Mortgage Payment 
Utilities 
Clothing 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER - 1 
$ )00 









(Rev. 1/00) BON - 021 
$~ Insurance . 
School $~ Other: (Specify) 
Food ~o '" ~ <iO :5" "'" 
DEBTS: Credrtor !ftft == C4?. 2.t dB. - Total $ 4C> :sa c~ 
Creditor ~ ~ I Total $ G\ 0>" 0 Q 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks 
B. I (we) own personal property valued at 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at 
D. I (we) own real property valued at 
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein 






$ 7/0 (;) 
per mo. 
per mo. 
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify): _____________ _ 
6. DEPENDENTS: ___ Spouse ___ Children 
(number) 
___ Other (specify) ________ _ 
~J:,cn:... L~ 
AP~NT 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ----f-/-rH-day of (;\ =klM:U--- . ,20£lj 
,*,,~41~ 
The above named, ___ -"~'-defendant ____ parent ____ guardian appeared before the court on the 
aforesaid charge and requeste the aid of counsel. The court having considered the foregoing, and having personally exam-
ined the applicant; ORDERS DENIES the appOintment of the service of counsel in all matters 
pertaining to this action at county expense. 
The ___ defendant ___ parent guardian is required to reimburse the county for the services of 
counsel, at a rate of $ per month, commencing , 20 __ and continuing until 
notified by the court. ~ 
DATED this ___ 1_ day of 
Custody Status: L In 
Bond $ JCJ 30e tV-, ) 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER - 2 
Out 




[v{ Prosecuting Attorney_s...&t::!.u...L.-________ _ 
[,.,y'Public Defender 
[ ] Public Defender notified by phone 
Date 
(Rev. 1/00) BON - 021 
'\ STATE OF IDAIIO } ~s 
.. County of Bonner 
" . 
J ALED 
rT7I AD"" D uv AT --=O·-dC ~- M 
u:::t ,1 J ENILE CLERK. DISTRlCTC<5iJRf 
Deputy SlAT E 0 r 10 A fl 
JAIL INFORMATION FOR BONNER COUNTY SHERIFrB~U&IR1 
JUDGE: /If/5$( CASE NO. CI? C' 9 .- /5/~ 
:tis. viAl e _ « #'1 10D' H'-f.. P I 
(SUBJECT'S FIRST NAME) (SUBJECT'S MIDDLE NAME) (SUBJECT' 
lD<£- SUBJECT APPEA 
[>() SUBJECT IS TO: [] BE OR'D 
[ 1 BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ ] BE RELEASEDfTlME SERVED 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENTIPTA 
L~ BOND $ It) ,.3<2c? , 
] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ lWORK RELEASE/SEARCH GRANl 
] AUTHORlZATION TO TRANSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED,IFNECESSARY. 
1 SENTENCED TO: [] ____ DAyS IMPOSED 
[ ] DA YS SUSPENDED 
[ ] DA YS TO SERVE 
[ 1 DA YS CREDIT 
( ] HOURS ON SHERlFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODA Y 
AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
____________ .20, __ 
[ ] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT ____ _ 
[ ] BREATHORU/ATESTORDERED X'SWEEKLYON: AT _____ I 
SUBJECT PLACED IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEALTH &. WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED YEAR S) 
( ] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN. _____ _ 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
{ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ 1 PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ J SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
AS CONDITION OF PROBATION. SUBJECT TO SERVE DAYS LOCAL JAIL. 
CHARGES ____________________________________________ ----
41< 0'1 - ''is Pes - /h/lr?fVUIr)JIt (,c) 
1 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO ~lttJ IIV CLdS@()'( 
[ 1 JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFIC 
JUDGE'S SIGNATURE (ifneeded) BAILIFF 
BON 028 Rev. 3104 
VALTIiORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 ,.~ H.~"'O P 7: 0'" 
(208) 263-5017 phone !\jJq \'Ihr\ L 
(208) 255-2327 fax nt>.RI£ SC~l~O\lq. 
ISB #6517 CL£'P:" OIS1R1C .' 
-----r;~?Ufyffi 
IN TIlE DISTRlCT COURT OF TIIE FIRST JUDTCIAL'bISTRlCT OF HI! 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONl'.t:R 
STA TE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 









-ev::. 2009 - 1518/t5~6. 
;;- \. 
NonCE OF APPEARA,'iC£ 
NOTICE OF REARING and 
MOTION TO RE.DUCE BOND 
AND TO SHORTEN TNE 
TO: The State ofldaho, Shane Greenbank, Deputy Prosecuting Auome\. and k • ':c 
clerk of the above entitled court: 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Val Thornton hereby enters an apPt:!<uaJ1lt· ('I 
behalfoflRVIN C. RAY, and that all correspondence, papers and pleadings to be 'l')', t.: 
on said Defendant should be sent to the office of his undersigned counsel 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE FUR1HER NOTICE that Defendant's Motion to Reduce BUild I: 
scheduled to be heard at the above entitled coun the 25th day of March, 2009, lit rhe 
hour of 1:30 o'clock p.nt., or as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard. before r hr-
Honorable Debra. Heise, Magistrate Judge. 
MOTION TO REDUCE BOND AND TO SHORTEN TIME 
Defendant Irvin Ray hereby moves the court to shorten time for this heafln,l.' 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, NOTICE OF HEARING 
AND MOnON TO REDUCE BAn.. 
IIJI<;n:i.OI 1\.1 Ie R 45(c), and to reduce h.is bond pursuant to I.e,a, 41(a), as follows: 
Defendant's fam.ily will undertake to bring him to coun hearings and appearances; 
i)t'fendant has no means to flee and has nowhere else to go; 
f,efendant lives in Heron" Montana, just over the border from Bonner County, 
Defendant is elderly, paJ1ially paralY-Led and dependent upon disability benefits and 
··~r'';;rill ,Me pro\tlded to him as a resident of the State of Montana; 
Defendant has been deprived of his perscribed mental health medication and has 
h(JJ riO SIJbSlilU1e m~dicaJ care or Clttention since his encaTceration commenced on or about 
\'I.·lr,h : - 2f)()C) 
I' I>' In hOTh the best interests of Defendant and of Bonner County to allow 
1r':'."l<i:1Cl to return to his home physician for immediate and continuing medical treatment 
,L/"ng hl~ defense of the charges pending against him in the above entitled matter. 
\~~~ 
Val Thornton. Attorney at Law 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
" he undersigned hereby cenifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
.kIJ"(:"reri as indicated on the 1Q. day of \~v..... ,2009, to: 
" II \.\. T (,REF1\. "BANK 
; l, 1'111\ B'-lIlnel County Prosecutor 
• . 'un hnl) "t' Mail 
/1,1I1nl:'/ County COllrthouse 
",ilNJpOlnl. ill 83864 
_ mailed, postage prepaid 
.x.,..faxed to (208) 263-6726 
hand-delivered 
:'\II) IICf: OF APPEARANCE, NOTICE OF HEARING 






Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
;' : DISTRICT 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
zno, MAR 23 A 11: Sq 
IN THE DTSTRICT COURT OF TIlE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF BONl'<'ER 











~- 2009 - 151811.3.1' 
~~ ~ '. 
MonON TO REDUCE BOND 
AND TO SHORTEN TIME 
and 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: The State ofTdaho, Shane Greenbank, Deputy Prosecuting Alfomey and f(j I ill 
clerk of the above entitled eourt: 
NOTICE OF HEARTNG 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that.Defcndant's Motion to Red:;ce BO'ld IS scneJu,cJ 
to be heard at the above entitled court the 25th day of March., 2009, »t thf hour of I: 30 
olcloek p.m., or as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard. before the Honorahk 
Debra Heise, Magistrate Judge. 
MOTION TO REDUCE BOND AND TO SHOR TEN TlI'vIE 
Defendant Irvin Ray hereby moves the court to shorten time for thiS hcallft~ 
pursuant to I.C.R. 45(c), and to reduce his bond pursuant to T.c.R. 41 (a), (\:> foikl\.v:-. 
1. Defendant's family will undertake to bring him to court hearings and appeanHlc<.:' 
2. Defendant has no means to flee and has nowhere else to go; 
3. Defendant lives in Heron, Montana, just over the border from Bonner COllile \ 
MOTION TO REDUCE BOND AND TO SHORTEN TIME 
A ND NOTICE OF HEARING 
-::14--
1.1 II"')! '. j .~ ! '-'f' "-,..... .,": '-" ' ........ ..... 
4. Defendant is elderly, partially paralyzed and dependent upon disabiiJry bcnt:lilS and 
medical care provided to him as a resident of the State of Montana; 
5. Defendant has been deprived of his perscribed mental health medlcarion and :Id:o. 
had no substitute medical care or attention since his encarceration commenced on (ir atlilL.' 
March 17, 2009. 
6. It is in both the best interests of Defendant and of Bonner County to pre~ervt' :tlc 
status quo and to allow Defendant to return to his home physician for immediate and 
continuing medical treatment during his defense of the charges pending against him In the 
above entitled matter. 
DATED thiS~day of ~_, 2009. 
\M~~~. 
Val Thornton, Anomey at La"'.' 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVTCE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a. true and correct copy of the foregOing WJ~ 
delivered as indicated on theL22 day of ~c.h_, 2009, to: 
SHANE GREENBANK 
Deputy .Bonner County Prosecutor 
Courthouse Mail 
Bonner County Courthouse 
Sa.ndpoint, TO 83864 
._ mailed, postage prepaid 
~faxed to (208) 263-6726 
hand-delivered 
MOTION TO REDUCE BOND AND TO SHORTEN TTM6 





STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff I Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 







CR 2009-00015181 CR 2009-0001516 
03/25/2009 TIME: 1 :30 PM 
CD: 09-081 
Vs IRVIN CAIN RAY 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: SHANE GREENBANK 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
Atty: VALERIE PARR THORNTON 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
1:38 J Calls Case • 
Present: I DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY WI VALERIE PARR THORNTON; 
SHANE GREENBANK 
VP ARGUE FOR BAIL REDUCTION I O/R RELEASE 
, J THE PUBLIC DEFENDER WAS APPOINTED. THEY FILED APPEARANCE. I 
DON'T SEE THAT YOU FILED A SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL. 
VP I DID FILE THAT AND NOTICE OF HEARING AND CHECKED WITH THE CLERK'S 
OFFICE TO MAKE SURE THEY WERE FILED IN THESE CASES. 
J YOU ARE CORRECT. THEY ARE FILED OUT OF ORDER. 
SG CITE CRIMINAL HISTORY OF DEFENDANT. ARGUE AGAINST BAIL REDUCTION 
I OIR RELEASE. HE HAS BEEN ON PROBATION AND HASN'T COMPLIED. HE 
DOES NOT FOLLOW THE LAW. 
VP CALL MY CLIENT 
CLERK DEFENDANT SWORN 
VP DIRECT 
DEF DON'T HAVE A FELONY CONVICTION IN FLORIDA. NO WEAPON 
CONVICTIONS. ONLY HAD CONVICTIONS ON MARIJUANA CHARGES. IT IS 
LEGAL FOR ME TO USE MARIJUANA IN MONTANA. I HAVE A MEDICAL 
MARIJUANA CARD. TESTIMONY REGARDING HEALTH CONDITIONS. USING 
MARIJUANA UNDER THE CARE OF A DOCTOR. 
J MEDICAL MARIJUANA IN ANOTHER STATE IS NOT A DEFENSE IN IDAHO. 
VP DIRECT 
DEF MY FAMILY IS IN MONTANA AND WILL MAKE SURE I COME TO COURT WHEN I 
SHOULD. I RECEIVE SOCIAL SECURITY FROM SANDPOINT. 
1:48 SG CROSS 
DEF REMEMBER POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA IN PENSACOLA, FLORIDA. IT WAS 
NOT A FELONY. HAD A LOADED GUN IN VEHICLE IN UTAH. 4 CONVICTIONS 
IN IDAHO. I HAVE TRIED MY BEST TO FOLLOW THE LAW. 
J CITE PRIOR CRIMINAL HISTORY IN BONNER COUNTY 
VP ARGUMENT 
J MR RAY HAS NO TIES TO THIS COMMUNITY. HE GETS A SOCIAL SECURITY 
CHECK TO AN UN-NAMED BANK. DENY MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION. 
BAIL REMAINS $10,000.00 ON THE FELONY AND $300.00 ON THE 
MISDEMEANOR 
1:57 END 
CASE NO. DATE: Page 1 of 1 
COURT MINUTES -:z~-
£t.l ADULT o JUVENILE 
JAIL INFORMATION FOR BONNER COUNTY SHERIFF'S 
JUDGE: //2/<{l CASE NO. U t7l -- 1'5?(;' 
-J ;</1.- /013 
(SUBJECT'S FIRST NAME) (SUBJECTS MIDDLE NAME) UBJECT'S LAST NAME) 
[ 1 BY VIDEO 
~ SUBJECT APPEARED IN COURT ON: ..... ,_~-=---.;~=---...!/l~1..L;p-'-~-=---:::~::;.-=:...!::-9-L--____ AT ;15'0 
r,XL SUBJECT IS TO: ] BE OR'D pq REMAIN IN CUSTODY 
] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ ] BOND $ 10 / 2 0 c) -, ] BE RELEASED/TIME SERVED 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO PARENT/PTA 
[ 1 MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION . [ ]WORK RELEASE/SEARCHGRANTE 
] AUTHORIZATION TO TRANSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, IF NECESSARY. 
] SENTENCED TO: [ ] ____ DAyS IMPOSED 
[ ] DA YS SUSPENDED 
[ ] DAYS TO SERVE 
[ ] DA YS CREDIT 
[ ] HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM. 
SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DA YS FROM TODAY 
AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
____________ , 20 __ 
] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BONNER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT ____ tv 
[ ] BREATH OR UI A TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT ____ M 
[ J SUBJECT PLACED IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEALTH & WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED YEAR (S). 
[ ] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN _____ _ 
IN THE IDAHO STATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
[ ] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROBATION. 
[ J SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
r 1 AS CONDITION OF PROBATION, SUBJECT TO SERVE DA YS LOCAL JAIL. 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO _...L&..Io.!::g~~ /1/l.::..-:...:....A-.:.....:,/!..:.../V_· -.!...IIV~J ...-::e=t~'s'-!..7(..:::...ctJ~y _____ _ 
[ J JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW ] PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE APPOINTED 




STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff I Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 







CR.2009.1518 foOD \&ly 
APR 1 2009 TIME: 2:00 PM 
vs IRVIN CAIN RAY 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: SHANE GREENBANK 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
CHARGE 
Atty: VALERIE PARR THORNTON 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
212 Calls Case 
Present: I DEF WITH VALERIE THORNTON; SHANE GREENBANK FOR 
STATE 
J CITES ALLEGATIONS FROM CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
PURPOSE OF PRELIMINARY HEARING 
INTEND TO WAIVE RIGHT 
DEF YES 
J FREE AND VOLUNTARY 
DEF YES 
J ACCEPT WAIVER KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARIL Y AND INTELLIGENTLY AND 
COUNSELED 
ARRAIGNMENT APRIL 20TH AT 9:00 AM JUDGE VERBY 
J CONSOLIDATE INTO DC 
WILL ENTER CONSOLIDATION ORDER 
CONSOLIDATE 
215 END 
CASE NO. CR-2009-1518 DATE: 4-1-09 Page 1 of 1 








STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff I Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 









04120/2009 TIME: 09:00 AM 
CD: 09-097 
vs IRVIN CAIN RAY 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: SHANE GREENBANK 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS ARRAIGNMENT 
Atty: VALERIE THORNTON 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
J Calls Case 
Present: I DEFENDANT VALERIE THORNTON, SHANE GREENBANK 
J ROLL CALL - ADVISES DEFENDANT OF RIGHTS - 9:03 - 9: 11] 
10:09 J DO YOU HAVE A COpy OF THE INFORMATION, TRUE NAME, SPELLED 
CORRECTLY? 
DEF YES 
J [CITES CHARGE, POTENTIAL PENAL TV, FINE] - DO YOU UNDERSTAND 
NATURE OF THE CHARGE? 
DEF YES 
J DOES YOUR CLIENT WISH TO WAIVE THE FORMAL READING OF THE 
INFORMATION? 
VT YES 
J HOW DO YOU WISH TO PLEA? 
VT CLIENT WILL ENTER PLEA OF NOT GUlL TV 
J HOW MUCH TIME FOR TRIAL? 
SGIVT 2 DAYS 
J CR-09-1516, I ASSUME HE HAS HAD AN ARRAIGNMENT, IS THAT CORRECT? 
VT YES AND HE PLED NOT GUlL TV 
J SET TRIAL ON AUGUST 10 AT 9:00 AM - PRETRIAL CONFERENCE ON 
AUGUST 6TH AT 2:00 PM - ANY PRETRIAL MOTIONS MUST BE FILED BY MAY 
22ND 
J ORDER MR. RAY TO BE PRESENT AT ALL HEARINGS - KEEP IN CONTACT 
WITH YOUR LAWYER 
10:13 END 




COUNTY OF BONNER 
FIRST JUDICIAL OIST. 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 










Case No. CR 2009-0001518 
Consolidated With 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR 2009-0001516 
VS. NOTICE OF TRIAL 
AND PRETRIAL ORDER 
IRVIN CAIN RAY, 
Defendant. 
Upon arraignment the Defendant pled not guilty in response to the criminal allegations of the 
Infonnation; NOW THEREFORE: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. That the matter be set for a Two-Day Jury Trial commencing August 10,2009, at 9:00 a.m., 
in Bonner County before Judge Steve Yerby. 
Additional Presiding Judges: Charles W. Hosack, John P. Luster, Fred M. 
Gibler, John T. Mitchell, Lansing Haynes, George Reinhardt, ill, James R. 
Michaud, John H. Bradbury 
2. That any pretrial motions governed by Rule 12 LC.R. shall be filed not later than 5:00 p.m. 
May 22, 2009. 
NOTICE OF TRIAL AND PRETRIAL ORDER -1-
-~-
3. A pretrial conference will be held August 6, 2009, at 2:00 p.m., at the Bonner County 
Courthouse and the Defendant and counsel for the parties shall attend. 
4. The defendant is ordered to be present at all hearings. Failure to be present at a hearing will 
result in an arrest warrant being issued for the defendant and may result in a resetting of the 
trial date. 
DATED this 1st 
~~ 
District Judge 
NOTICE OF TRIAL AND PRETRIAL ORDER -2-
-3/-
') 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a ~e and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid or 
by interoffiCemail.this5daYOf~2009.to: 
Valerle Thornton 
Attorney at Law 
4685 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Shane Greenbank 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Courthouse Mail 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
cc: Jury Commissioner 
Bailiff 
Cherie 
NOTICE OF TRIAL AND PRETRIAL ORDER -3-
-32-
~- "'.-\3S/22/2009 14: 38 2082552::l?7 
) 
VALTIIORNTON 
Attorney for .Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, 10 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
THORNTON LAW OFFT('~ 
) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT o.F TIm FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, TN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STA TE OF IDAHO, ) 




) MonON TO SUPPRESS 






Defendant Irvin C. Ray, by and through his undersigned oounsel, hereby moves the court 
pursuant to lC.R. 12(bX3) to suppress eYidence allegedly seized from Defendant's backpack 
located in the back seat of a vehide wherein Defendant was a passenger. The basis for this 
motion is that such evidence was obtained in violation of'the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments 
of the U.S. Constitution and ofconstitutionaJ rights guaranteed to the Defendant under Article 1, 
Sections 13 and 17 of the Idaho Constitution. 
In particular, Defendant aJleges as foJJows: 
1. Defendant was wrongfulJy searched when his backpack was invaded in the course of an 
unlawful detention of the vehicle in which Defendant was a passenger, where the vehicle was 
stopped without probabJe cause and detained without probable cause. for the purpose of a 
criminal investigation without even the basis of reasonable suspicion justifYing a Terry 
investigation, and Defendant's backpack was subsequently searched without warrant on the 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS PAGEl 
-.33-
- '. J,.. OS/22/2009 14: 38 2082552327 
'i 
THORNTON LAW OF~~CE 
i 
PAGE 05/05 
basis of tainted evidence where this was unlawfully obtained as a result of the aforementioned 
unlawful detention of the vehicle without probable cause. 
2. Defendant was wrongfully and unreasonably searched when Officer Jayne abused his authority 
in order to investigate the vehicle without probable cause. 
3. Defendant's statements were unlawfully obtained without Miranda warnings, in the course of 
an unlawful detention. 
WHEREFORE, IT IS PRAYED that the court suppress any evidence allegedly seized 
from the Defendant as well as any statements obtained and aU other fruits of the above: referenced 
unlawful detention and warrantless search. 
DATED thi5 ~day of~. 2009. 
~~~~-
Val Thornton, Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAJLlNG 
I hereby ~ that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument was delivered as 
indicated this~ay of ~ .2009, to: 
SHANE GREENBANK 
Deputy Bonner County Prosecutor 
Courthouse Mail, 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 S. rust Avenue 
Sandpoint, 10 83864 
MOTION TO SU'PPaESS 
_ mailed, postage prepaid 




... , ........ 
. 85/22/2009 14:38 2082552327 
J 
THORNTON LAW OFF~CE PAGE 02/05 
'} 
""~ TAT.-: 0;:: /0 . VA.LTIlORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint. ID 83864 
L(;"l'7':'.·', IHO 
;:- f ~) S - \. 'j r '1 r:-;) " f 
'1,1 i JC" .,', 00:":NER 
,J,l"j;L DISTF?/"'T 
,I..-
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255~2327 fax 
7P,nn . J 
41;u7 iJ.iY 22 P 3: 00 
ISB #6517 C!.,~ .: '\:/~J ~,' ,',~ r, T,. 
~: ~ I '~i. '':'1' --."-- ..... / 
TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF nm FlllST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE' - -----..... 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A.ND FOR TIlE COUNlY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 




) MOTION TO DISMISS 




Defendant Irvin C. Ray, by and through his attorney of record, hereby moves the 
court to dismiss the charges pending against him pursuant to Rule 12(b) of the Idaho 
Criminal Rules, as follows: 
1. The state accuses the defendant of possession of marijuana in excess of three 
ounces, a violation ofle. § 37-2732 (e), which makes it a feJony to possess a substance 
classified in Schedule I. 
2. Idaho Code § 37-2704 regarding sc.bedule tests, states that the board shall place a 
, substance in Schedule I jf it finds that the substance (a) has a high potential for abuse; 
and (b) has no accepted medical use in treatment in the United States or lacks accepted 
safety for use in treatment under medical supervision. 
3. Marijuana is not a substance that has a bigh potential for abuse, it is not a 
substance that has no accepted medical use in the United States and it is not a substance 
MOTION TO DISMISS PAGE 1 
-35-
...... ;r." ~ 85/22120e9 14: 38 2e82552~27 THORNTON LAW OFFICE ) 
PAGE 03/05 
that lacks accepted safety for use in treatment under medical supervision. 
4. Therefore, the bow lacks authority to categOri7..e marijuana as a Schedule I drug, 
and the above referenced statute is nuH and void to the edent that it criminalizes the 
possession or manufacture of marijuana as a substance categorized under Schedule r. 
5. Defendant hereby .moves the court to take judicial notice of the legislative 
fmdings of the several states that have enacted statutes pennitting marijuana to be used 
for treatment under medical supervision. 
6. Defendant further moves the court for additional time in which to obtain the 
specific legislative findings of each state relevant to the issue before the court. 
7. This motion shaU be supported by further evidence and testimony. including 
expert witness testimony, to be presented at the time of hearing, 
WHEREFORE, 
The charges against Defendant should be dismissed with prejudice and the state 
shouJd hold Defendant harmless thereof. 
DATED thi.;n. ..e\day of ~ .2009. 
Val Thornton, Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby ~es that a true and COITeCt copy ofthe foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the22t"daY of ro~ , 2009. to: 
SHANE GREENBANK _ mailed, postage prepaid 
Deputy Bonner County ProseaJtor .s6. .FAXED (208) 263-6726 
Courthousemai1 hand delivered 
Bonner County Cowthouse 
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07-21-09 TIME: 3:00 
CD: 09-175 
vs IRVIN CAIN RAY 
Defendant I Respondent 
P.M. 
Atty: SHANE GREENBANK 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
Atty: VALERIE PARR THORNTON 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
3:05 J Calls Case 
Present: I DEFENDANT PRESENT WITH VALERIE THORNTON, SHANE 
GREENBANK 
CLERK JEFF JAYNE SWORN 
VT DIRECT 
JJ JEFF JAYNE. RECOGNIZE THE DEFENDANT NEXT TO YOU. INCIDENT ON 03-
17-09. I PULLED OVER THE CAR IN FRONT OF DEFENDANT'S VEHICLE. 
DEFENDANT'S VEHICLE WAS BEHIND ME. I WALKED OVER TO DEFENDANT'S 
VEHICLE AND WAS GOING TO TELL HIM THAT HE WAS NOT THE VEHICLE I 
PULLED OVER AND WAS TO TELL HIM HE COULD 00. 
SG CROSS 
3:12 JJ CAPTURED EVENT ON VIDEO. EMPLOYED WITH IDAHO STATE POLICE FOR 
ALMOST 10 YEARS. CITES EDUCATION. CITES CERTIFICATIONS. 
3:13 VT OBJECT 
J COMMENTS 
VT STIPULATE FOR THIS HEARING THAT MR. JAYNE RECOGNIZES MARIJUANA 
JJ RECOGNIZE MARIJUANA IN ITS BURNT AND UN-BURNT FORM 
3:15 OFF RECORD 
3:18 J STIPULATION TO VIEW THE VIDEO? 
VT YES 
3:18 VIEWING VIDEO 
3:21 VT THIS IS ALL THE VIDEO THAT NEEDS TO BE SEEN. THE PURPOSE OF THE 
MOTION IS THE ISSUE ABOUT THE STOP. VIEWING THE REST OF THE VIDEO 
IS NOT NECESSARY. 
3:22 J IS IT NECESSARY? 
SG OTHER ISSUES IN THE MOTION. 
VT ALL EVIDENCE SHOULD BE SUPPRESSED. 
J ABANDONING ALL OTHER ISSUES EXCEPT STOP. 
VT YES. I HAVE CASE LAW. 
J WANT TO HON THE ISSUES. IF STATEMENTS WERE GIVEN LATER ON THEN 
THEY WOULD NOT BE COUNTED? 
VT YES 
J ONLY ISSUE TO BE DECIDED IS THE STOP AND THAT ALL OTHER ISSUES 
WOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED. 
SG ONLY ISSUE IS THE CONTACT OF THE OFFICER WITH THIS VEHICLE. 
CASE NO. CR-2009-1518/CR-2009-1516 DATE: 07-21-09 Page 1 of3 
COURT MINUTES 
-~~-
J 2 MINUTES AND 52 SECONDS INTO THE VIDEO IS WHAT WAS HEARD. 
SG ADMIT 
VT NO OBJECTION 
J ADMIT VIDEO. 
3:27 JJ THE LEAD CAR IS THE ONE ON THE VIDEO. THE DEFENDANT'S CAR IS 3 TO 5 
CAR LENGTHS BEHIND ME. I PULLED IN BEHIND THE SUBARU AND IN FRONT 
OF THE TRUCK. DID NOT RECOGNIZE VEHICLE. I DIDN'T KNOW IF THE 
VEHICLES WERE TRAVELING TOGETHER. 
3:30 I WALKED TO THE DEFENDANT'S VEHICLE ON THE DRIVERS SIDE. I HAD MY 
FLASHLIGHT UNDER MY ARM. THE LIGHTS ON TOP OF MY VEHICLE WERE 
ON. 
3:32 AS I APPROACHED THE VEHICLE THE ODOR OF FRESH MARIJUANA WAS 
COMING OUT OF THE VEHICLE. 
I RECOGNIZE THAT I HAVE SEEN THE DEFENDANT BEFORE. 
WHEN I DETECTED THE ODOR I ASKED FOR ID'S .. 
I DIDN'T EXPECT THE VEHICLE TO PULL OVER. 
3:36 VT RE-DIRECT 
JJ DIDN'T KNOW THE OTHER PERSON IN THE CAR. 
VT NOTHING FURTHER 
SG NOTHING FURTHER 
J TESTIMONY? 
SG NO 
3:37 VT ARGUMENT. CITES 49 625(1). THE DEFENDANT DIDN'T KNOW HE WAS FREE 
TO GO. HE THOUGHT HE WAS PULLED OVER. 
STATE V. WILLOUGHBY 20090513.099 
3:41 OFF RECORD TO COPY WILLOUGHBY. 
3:54 VT CITES STATE V. WILLOUGHBY IN THIS CASE THE OFFICER SMELLED 
MARIJUANA THIS WAS AN ILLEGAL STOP. 
J NO GOOD FAITH OF EXCEPTION? 
VT OFFICER TESTIFIED HE HAD NO PROBABLE CAUSE FOR THE STOP. 
3:57 J UNDERSTAND ARGUMENT. 
SG REBUTTAL. 
MR. IRVIN'S SON WAS THE DRIVER OF THE VEHICLE. 
OFFICER APPROACHED THE VEHICLE TO TELL THE VEHICLE THEY COULD 
LEAVE BUT WHEN WINDOW OPENED THERE WAS PROBABLE CAUSE. 
CONTACT WAS CONSENSUAL. 
J LOOKING AT THE TIME OF STOP TO WHEN CONTACT WAS MADE WITH THE 
VEHICLE. 
4:01 VIDEO PLAYING. 




4:07 J REVIEWED SUBMISSIONS AND READY TO GIVE MY RULING. 
CITES CASES. 
4:10 IN THIS CASE WHAT WE DO HAVE. THE VIDEO. OFFICER'S LIGHTS 
ACTIVATED. THE SUBARU AND THE TRUCK BOTH STOP. 
4:12 THE VEHICLE THAT MR. RAY WAS IN PULLED OVER. 
4:14 DOES APPEAR THAT THE VEHICLE DID SUBMIT TO TROOPER JAYNE. NO 
PROBABLE CAUSE TO STOP VEHICLE. THIS IS WHEN IT GETS TRICKY. 
TROOPER JAYNE PULLED IN BETWEEN THE TWO VEHICLES DOES THAT 
CREATE A PASSING? WHEN TROOPER JAYNE EXITED HIS VEHICLE HE WENT 
TO THE VEHICLE IN THE BACK. THE PERSON DID NOT FEEL FREE TO LEAVE. 
COMMENTS TO TROOPER JAYNE. 
I AM SUPPRESSING EVIDENCE THAT WAS SEIZED AND STATEMENTS MADE 
AFTER STOP. STATE V. WILLOUGHBY. MS. THORNTON PREPARE ORDER. 
CASE NO. CR-2009-1518/CR-2009-1516 DATE: 07-21-09 Page 2 of3 
COURT MINUTES 
SG COMMENTS 
J CITES AGAIN WHY SUPPRESSED. 
4:22 SG DON'T HAVE ENOUGH EVIDENCE. TAKE UP MOTION TO DISMISS. 
J OTHER ISSUES IN MOTION TO DISMISS. 
VT CORRECT. WILL PRESENT ON 08-03-09 UNLESS YOU ARE TO DISMISS. 
SG DISMISS 
J CR-2009-1518 AND CR-2009-1516 ARE DISMISSED. 
VIDEO IS STATES EXHIBIT 1 AND IS ADMmED. 
4:24 END 
CASE NO. CR-2009-1518/CR-2009-1516 DATE: 07-21-09 Page 3 of3 
COURT MINUTES 
FIRST JUDICIAJ · OISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO, C(lIJNTY OF BONNER 
, \ 
5 S. FIRST AVENUE, SANDPOINT, ID 8, • 
STATE OF IDAHO VS 
IRVIN CAIN RAY 
POBOX9l 
JUOOMENT 
FILED 111.{4 ATLf ·.l~ p.m 
HERON, MT 59844 CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
SSN ## DUI MT 
DOD: AGENCY: IDAHO STATE POLICE BY _____ ~:..::;.::.~ __ --'. DEPUTY 
CASE ## CR·ZOO9·0001516 CITATION ## 1368061 
CHARGE: 137-2734A(1), Drug Paraphemalia-use Or Possess W/intent To Use BOND: ___ _ 
~ENDED: _______________________________________ __ 
The Defendant, having been fully advised of hislher statutory and constitutional rights, including the right to be 
represented by counsel, ( ) SEE ATTACHED, and 
( ) Been advised of right to court appointed counsel ( ) Judgment - Not Guilty 
( ) Defendant waived right to counsel ( ) Judgment - Guilty 
( ) Defendant represented by counsel ( ) Bond Forfeited/case Closed 
( ) Judgment. Plea of Guilty/Rights Waived ~Judgment for Defendant/State Infraction 
( ) Withheld Judgment () Accepted Dismissed ~ ____________ _ 
MONIES ORDERED PAID: A $2.00 handling fee will be 1m each installment. 
( ) FinelPenalty $ Costs $ Suspended $'-:--__ --:-__ ..,....,.... __ _ 
( ) Fine to be paid by or appear at .m. to show cause why not paid. 
( ) Monthly payments of $ Commencing _______________ _ 
( ) Community Service of hrs., to be completed by _______________________ _ 
( ) R~mburseamUorR~mm:~=_-~~~~~~~~~~nr~~~~~~~-----------------
( ) Bond Exonerated and Applied to Fine and Costs ( ) Retum Remainder K> BOND EXONERATED 
( ) No Contact Order Vacated 
( ) $10 Misdemeanor Probation Fee 
INCARCERATION ORDERED: 
( ) Jail DaysIMonths Suspended Days/Months ( ) Credit for time served ( ) R~to~i1, __________________________________________________ ___ 
Release 
( ) W~Rel~e-aH~Auth~-0~~ed~---(~)~I~~H~orne--7M~on~it~ori~ng--------------------------------
( . ) Sheritr's Inmate labor Program in lieu of Jail hours by Must sign up within 7 days 
'DRIVING PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED days cormnencing ~=_:__,------------------
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before you can drive. Apply to: 
Drivers Services. P.O. Box 7129, SoiH 10 83707-1129 
<PROBATION ORDERED FOR YEAR(S) WITH THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 
( ) VIOlate no federal. state or local law. excluding traffic infractions. 
( ) During the period of probation you may, and by accepting the cOllditions of the suspended sentence, you are consenting 
to be stopped by any peace officer If you are observed operating a motor vehicle on a public highway. The officer may, 
with or without probable cause, make a stop and require you to submit to a test to determine if there is any alcohol in 
your bloodstream. If you are driving with any alcohol in your bloodstream. it is a violation of your probation. If you refuse 
to take the test, as requested, that also is a violation of your probation. 
) Enroll in a substance abuse program within days; CXJmpIete hrs. of counseling amUor education 
and file proof of completion in writing with Clerk of Court by-:--_______ -:-::::--_-::--=-::----:-_~---
) Attend the Ak:ohoI and Traffic Safety Victims Panel Session by and file proof of attendance in 
writing with the Clertc of the Court. 
( ) Notify the Court, in writing, of any change of address within 10 days of the change. 
( ) Maintain liability insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
( ) Inter10ck ignition device required on vehicte for __ month(s)year(s) to be installed by ____________ _ 
(See addendum for details) 
) Pay above monies ordered as directed. ) OTHER _______________________________________________________________ __ 
SUSPENDED PENALTIES ARE SUBJECT TO COMPLIANCE WITH All OF THE ABOVE TE~ 
THE DEFENDANT HAS THE RIGHT TO APPEAL --.. .... ~~~__==-_I:......--:......-_+_I_----------
THIS JUDGMENT WITHIN 42 DAYS. 
<;:qPIESTO: 
(')l Oerandant (){Def Ally of Prosecutor ( ) JaB ( ) Dr.Serv. ( ) Sup.Ct. 
()Auditor( )COriI.Serv.( )OTHER, _________________ _ 
BON 002 Revised 01/04 
-40-
VAL rnORNTON 
Attorney for Defendant 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNER 
FIRST JUDICIAL DrST. 
ZUUq JUl 21 A II: 5 2 
HAHiE SCOTT 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT" 
~ 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CR - 2009 - 1516 
Plaintiff, ) 
) ORDER GRANTING 
VS. ) DEFENDANTS MOTION 
) TO SUPPRESS 




UPON DEFENDANT'S MOTION to suppress evidence., Defendant was represented by 
Val Thornton, and the State of Idaho was represented by Deputy Bonner County Prosecutor 
Shane Greenbank, the matter was heard July 21,2009, before the Honorable Steve Yerby, 
District Court Judge. The court heard testimony and considered the evidence and authority 
presented. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, pursuant to the Idaho Supreme Court's holding in ~ 
v. Willoughby. 2009-10-0513-099, the evidence that was seized and the statements that were 
made are suppressed, nunc pro tunc as of July 21, 2009, 
DATED this ~ of ~ 2009, 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated on the ~ day of ~ , 2009, to: 
SHANE GREENBANK ~ Inailed, postage prepaid 
Deputy Bonner County Prosecutor ___ FAXED (208) ~§.z26 
Courthouse mail ~ haad "elwend A.,~ 
Bonner County Courthouse .-~ 
VAL THORNTON 
Attorney at Law 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
ORDER 
X mailed, postage prepaid 




AUG. 5. 2009 10: 33AM 1 D A I I NY G I: N C K 1 MD 1 V 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attomey General 
State of Idaho 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
Deputy Attomey General 
Chief, Criminal Law Division 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
Idaho State Bar # 4051 
Deputy Attomey General 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise. Idaho 83720-0010 
(208) 334-4534 
NU. J1U ~. l 
zcaq AUG - 5 A. lf1: I Q 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNER COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff·Appellant. 
vs. 












TO: IRVIN C. RAY, THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, VAL THORNTON, 
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 4685 UPPER PACK RIVER ROAD, SANDPOINT, IDAHO 
83864 AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITI.ED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant, State of Idaho, appears against the 
above-named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Order Granting 
AUG, ,,2009 10: 33AM 1 D A I I NY G c NCR 1 MD 1 V NO. 310 ~. 3 
Defendanfs Motion To Suppress, entered in the above-entitled action on the 
27th day of July 2009, The Honorable Steve Verby presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealabfe 
orders under and pursuant to Rule 11(c)(3), 1.A.R. 
3. Preliminary statement of the issue on appeal: Whether the district 
court erred in suppressing evidence. 
4. To undersigned's knowtedge, no part of the record has been 
sealed. 
5. The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of 
the reporter"s transcript: 
Hearing on motion to suppress held July 21, 2009. 
6. Appellant requests the normal clerk's record pursuant to Rule 28, 
I.A.R. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal is being served on each 
reporter of whom a transcript has been requested, as named below at the 
address set out below: 
VALARIE LARSON 
Court Reporter 
127 S. ArstAve. 
Sandpoint. 10 83864-1300 
(b) That arrangements have been made with the Bonner County 
Prosecuting Attomey's Office, which will be responsIble for paying for the 
reporter's transcript; 
-44-
AUG. 5.2009 10:33AM 10 ATTNY GEN CRIMOIV NO. 310 P. 4 
(c) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee 
for the preparation of the record because the State of Idaho is the appellant 
(Idaho Code § 31-3212); 
(d) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in 
a criminal case (1.A.R. 23(a)(8»; 
(e) That service is being made upon all parties required to be 
served pursuant to Rule 20, I.A.R. 
DATED this 5th day of August 2009. 
NNETH K. J~".-;.a. .. 
Deputy Attorney I 
Attorney for the Appellant 
QERTIFICATE Of MAILING 
f HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 5th day of August 2009, caused a 
true and correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APPEAL to be placed in the 
United states mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
THE HONORABLE STEVE VERBY 
Bonner County Distrid Court 
127 S. First Ave. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864-1300 
LOUIS E. MARSHAlL 
Prosecuting Attorney 
127 S. FIrst Ave. 
Sandpoint, 1083864-1300 
VAL THORNTON 
Attorney At Law 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd 
SandpOint, 10 83864 
AUG. 5. 2009 10: 33AM ID ATTNY GEN CRIMDIV 
HANP DELIVERY 
MR. STEPHEN W. KENYON 
CLERK OF THE COURTS 
P.O. Box 83720 




IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 











SUPREME COURT NO. 36797 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
-------------------------) 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do certify that the foregoing Record in this cause 
was compiled and bound under my directior and is a true, correct and complete Record of 
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